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Abstract. There is a need to study the OWL-based application schema to  
ensure interoperable data exchange between ocean-related institutions, and sup-
porting researcher’s intelligent data search. In this study, the RDF vocabularies 
are defined on the basis of the elements derived through element decision study 
for managing scientific data in the field of ocean observation. The application 
schema was verified by using the temperature profile data of CTD data ob-
served in the 'Chukchi' sea selected from the data provided by the National 
Oceanographic Data Center of the US. 
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1 Introduction 

It is necessary to establish ocean observation data as Linked Data so as to make the 
data a model case (Bizer 2009) for connecting structured data on the web and to be 
published. In this study, an OWL-based application schema will be designed and 
verified in order to ensure interoperable data exchange between ocean-related institu-
tions and to support researchers’ intelligent data search. The determined standard 
elements are defined on the basis of the elements derived through element decision 
study for managing scientific data in the field of ocean observation. The higher 21 
elements and the lower 173 elements which are the basis for defining vocabularies are 
found in http://bit.ly/GTuSvi. 

2 Designing Application Schema 

2.1 Class Design 

A vocabulary dictionary is established, which consists of 21 class concepts, 50 object 
attributes and 92 data type attributes for the metadata standard elements in order to 
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The above test demonstrated that the RDF document for applying the OWL-based 
application metadata profile designed in this study was successfully created by using 
the data provided by the National Oceanographic Data Center of the US (NODC) as 
input. 

4 Conclusion 

In this study, the OWL-based metadata application schema was designed by using the 
metadata standard element for managing and using ocean observation data. The appli-
cation schema was verified for the data provided by the NODC. The data of the 
NODC actually used was verified. We also proved that the selected metadata element 
and the application schema were actually applicable without modification. When 
NODC's metadata elements were tested and compared with the metadata elements 
selected in this study, all CDT data could be described by these elements like 
'SourceName', 'Project', 'DeployedDepth', 'DataItem', 'TimeInterval', 'BottomDepth', 
'ObservationLocation' etc. And each application schema also described without miss-
ing elements.  

Therefore, derived metadata standard elements for the ocean observation field are 
judged to be full of significance and expected to be utilized for metadata management 
and practical use in the field of ocean observations. The application schema proposed 
in this study will be useful for managing and using metadata involved in ocean  
observation. 
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